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The codfish family, comprising the ga-

doids, is a large and important one. In it

belong such fishes as the cod, the hake, the

haddock, the whiting, the eglefin, the poutas-

sou, the ling, the burbot, the dorse, the

coalfish, the pollack, and the bib or pout.

Some of these fishes do not occur in the

Mediterranean today and therefore pre-

sumably were not familiar to the Greeks and

Romans. But some are very common in

that sea and must have been of considerable

economic importance in ancient times.

But a scholar, whether he is an ichthy-

ologist or a classical philologist, will look in

vain for a comprehensive discussion of this

family. He will find some data in notes on

the names of gadoids occurring in certain

works of ancient authors, some in etymolog-

ical articles and reference works, and some
in books that deal with classical zoology.

There is a short article by Marx in an early

volume of Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll-Mittelhaus

on the asellus 1 and an equally brief one by
Steier in a later volume of the same encyclo-

pedia on the mustela. 2 The former is much
out of date, and the two taken together deal

with only a portion of the names applied to

gadoids. The most valuable of recent refer-

ence works concerned with identifications is

Sir D'Arcy W. Thompson's A glossary of

Greek fishes,
3 frequently cited in this article.

Its chief drawback is that the alphabetical

organization of the material creates a re-

search problem of no mean scope for a scholar

* Received August 26, 1948.
1 Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertums-

wissenschaft 2: 1532-1533. 1896.
2 Idem, 16: 907-908. 1933.
3 London, Oxford University Press, 1947.

who desires information about a particular

family or genus of fishes, since the index is

incomplete.

As matters now stand, a scholar seeking

information regarding codfishes in ancient

times is faced with two serious difficulties.

The first is that unless he knows before he

begins what names were applied or may have

been applied to members of this group, he

will make little progress. The second is

that the meanings assigned to these names
are often vague and in some cases actually

erroneous.

The present article represents, so far as

can be ascertained, the first attempt to treat

this family of fishes as a unit, with discus-

sion of every Greek and Latin name that

was or may have been applied to gadoids.

This treatment not only makes the relevant

information available in convenient and
readily accessible form but also it yields more
precise meanings for the names themselves.

This results from study of these names in re-

lation to one another rather than as isolated

terms. Consequently, the identifications of

Greek fish names in particular will be found

to differ frequently from those of Thompson
and from those given in the Greek-English

lexicon of Liddell-Scott-Jones.

I. Mustela

The mustela or "weaselfish" of the Romans
has generally been identified as the end, more

particularly the 5-bearded rockling, Gadus {Mo-

tella) mustela Linnaeus, although the modern

aomenclature suggests thai ancient usage was

not confined to this species.

The Mediterranean hake, Phycis mediterraru us

1
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De la Roche, is known today as musdea at Pola

and as musdea and musdeca at dune 4
; and such

names have earlier been reported as moustelo at

Marseille (Marion), moustella bruna at Nice

(Risso), rnustella de scheuggio at Genoa (Sassi),

musdea at Naples (Costa), and musdea di funnu

in Sicily (Doderiein). 8

The fork-beard hake, Phycis blennioides Blocb

and Schneider, is also called musdea and musdeca

at Rome, 6 and surli earlier names have been re-

ported as moustelo Mane and moustelo de roco

in the Provence (Reguis), moustele at Marseille

(Briinnich), moustella blanca at Nice (Risso),

rnustella at Genoa (Sassi), mustia. at Cagliari

(Targioni), and mustea and mustia at Palermo

(Doderiein). 7

The 3-bearded rockling, Motella tricirrala

Nilsson, is also known as musdea and musdeca

at Rome, musdea at Catanzaro, and mostella at

Livorno. 8 Scholars have previously reported

such names as mostel at Mallorca (Barcelo),

moustelo in the Provence (Reguis), moustelo at

Marseille (Marion), moustella at Nice (Risso),

mostella at Genoa (Targioni), musdea de funnale

at Naples (A. Costa), and mustedda and inus-

tiddu in Sicily (Rafinesque). 9

For Motella maculata Giinther such names

have been reported as moustello at Nice (Risso)

and moustelo in the Provence (Reguis). 10

For Motella fusca Bonaparte such names have

been reported as mostel at Mallorca (Barcelo),

moustela at Nice (Risso), musdea de scoglio for

the male and musdea de fangu for the female at

Naples, as well as musdea de funnu (Costa). 11

And for Uraleptus maraldi Costa such names

have been reported as moustella negra (Risso)

and moustelo negro (Reguis) at Nice. 12

In addition, it may be noted that Larousse

defines French moustele as a generic term for

Motella sp.

The modem names that come from mustela

obviously do not apply to a single species but to

several closely related ones, more especially

Phycis sp. and Motella sp. This does not, how-

'• Cf. La pesca nei mart e nelle acque interne

d' Italia, Ministerio dell' Agricoltura e delle Fo-
roste. Roma. Istituto Poligrafico dello Stato, 3: 80,

84. 1931.
' Cf. Julius V. Carus, P rodromus faunae mediter-

ranean 2: 575-576. Stuttgart, 18S5-93.
6 Cf. La pesca nei mari 3: 80.
7 Cf. Carus, op. cit., 2: 575.
!

( f . La pesca nei mari 3: S3, 51, 62.

( arus. op. cit., 2: 577.
10 Ibid.: :.-

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.: 574.

ever, justify an immediate conclusion that mus-

tela in the classical era had a similarly diverse

application. The history of fish names reflects a

tendency for an originally limited application to

spread to other closely related and similar fishes.

The modern nomenclature does, however, ex-

hibit two noteworthy features. The first is that

there have been only sporadic survivals of

mustela, found almost exclusively along the

shores of the Tyrrhenian and Ligurian Seas, more

especially at Marseille, Nice, Genoa, Rome,

Naples, and Palermo. This suggests that in

the classical period the use of mustela in the

speech of the commonpeople was probably largely

confined to that area. The second is that these

survivals do not predominate for any one species

but are applied in approximately equal degree to

various species of Phycis and Motella. Gen-

erally, when a name which was once narrowly

restricted in application spread to other species,

the survivals in modern nomenclature contain a

clue to the original application. Those which

are applied to other than the original species tend

to be less numerous and also to be qualified in

some way. Neither tendency is clearly manifest

in this instance, and this gives some basis for

believing that Latin mustela similarly did not

refer specifically to Gadus {Motella) mustela, but

to several closely related species, more especially

Phycis sp. and Motella sp.

The mustela discussed above is the one which

Ennius 13 considered superior to all other fishes

when caught at Clipea and Pliny 14 ranked second

only to the scarus (the parrotfish, Scar us cretensis

Cuvier and Valenciennes) in his time, although

it was esteemed chiefly for its liver. But when
Pliny says that mirum dictu there was a mustela

in the Lake of Constance which in excellence of

taste compared favorably with the marine

mustela, he is referring to the burbot or eelpout,

Lota vulgaris Cuvier, which even today attains

unusual excellence in the same lake. Finds at

Robenhausen testify to use of this fish for food as

early as the prehistoric period. 15 It has long been

13 Heduph. 1 (apud Apul. Apol. 39). Thomp-
son (op. cit.: 169) thinks that this may be the lam-
prey. His identification seems to depend in part
upon taking Clupea to be a fish name rather than
a place name. E. H. Warmington (Remains of Old
Latin, Loeb Classical Library, 1: 409, note a) sim-
ilarly would read clupeis for Clupea and take it as
the tiny fresh -water fish described by Plinv (X .II.

9 44)
' l *N.H. 9.63.

15 Cf. L. Riitimeyer, "Die Fauna der Pfahl-
bauten in der Schweiz," Neue Denkschr. allg.

Schweiz. Ges. Naturw., 19: 114. 1862.
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esteemed as a great delicacy, but more on the

continent than in England. The flesh is white

and delicate, the liver being the most delicious

morsel. 16 This species also occurs in lakes of

northern Italy, where it is known by such names

as bottatrice (dial, bottris, boza) at Milan, bottra-

trice at Brescia, and bottatrice (dial, bosa trisa)

at Verona. 17 Bottatrice is apparently a com-

pound of botta with trische (triische) , the second

element being the more common name of this

species in German Switzerland. 18 The first ap-

pearance of *lotta as a name for the burbot is in

the tenth century. This is evidently a Gallic

word, the source of French lotte and Spanish and

Portuguese lota.
19 Ausonius 20 describes the mus-

tela and speaks of it as occurring in the Donau

and the Moselle rather than in the Lake of Con-

stance. His mustela may also be the burbot, 21

although it has been identified by some as the

lampern or lamper-eel, Petromyzon fluviatilis

Linnaeus, 22 which is regarded by many epicures

as a real delicacy. Neither identification is

wholly satisfactory. 23 Columella's allusion to

the voracity of the mustela 24 also suggests the

burbot, which is a notorious fish of prey, although

Thompson 25 thinks that it may be the lamprey.

The burbot is a close relative of the cod and hake,

classified bj r Linnaeus as a Gadus, and the tend-

ency of the Romans to refer to it by the same

name is therefore understandable.

2. TaXy

Greek toAt?, like Latin mustela, means

"weaselfish." Aristotle 26 speaks of a yaXeos

with many pyloric caeca, which led Schneider to

emend to TaXrj,
27 a change approved by Hoff-

16 Cf . Francis Day, The fishes of Great Britain

and Ireland 1: 308. 1880-84. Note Hor. Sat.

2.8.29.
17 Cf. La pesca nei mari 3: 70, 39, 103.
18 Cf. Paul Barbier, "Xoms dc poissons, notes

eHymologiques et lexicographiques," Rev. Languea
Romanes 56: 181. 1913.

19 Cf. W. Meyer-Lubke, Romanisches etymolo-

gisches Worterbuch, ed. 3: 416. (Heidelberg, 1935.)
20 Mos. 106 ff.

21 It has been so identified by L. Tross, E. Book-

ing, and Schiifer.
22 E.g., Gesner, Salviani, Paulus Jovius, and

Francis Day.
23 Thompson (op. cit.: 169) feels sure that Au-

sonius' account applies to the sturgeon.
24 8.17.8: avidae mustelae.
25 Op. cit.: 168.
26 Hist. an. 508 b 17.
27 Cf . D'Arcy W. Thompson, The Worts oj Aris-

totle translated into English 4: Historia animalium
(Oxford, 1910), note on loc. cit.

man. 28 This emendation was motivated by the

fact that yaXeos was the usual term for a dogfish,

which has no pyloric appendages, whereas the

Gadidae do. That a copyist's error of this sort

should have occurred is comprehensible, since

yaXeos was a more common fish name than

yaXrj. It is noteworthy, moreover, that Suidas

confused yaXri with yaXeos and that some early

scholars of the modern period made the mistake

of identifying the yaX-q as a type of dogfish.

The first certain occurrence of yaXr/ is a bare

mention by Epaenetus, 29 who was active about

100 B.C. Aelian, 30 who clearly distinguishes the

yaXrj from the yaXeos, says that the yaXij is much
like the ijiraTos,

31 for it is a small fish with dull

eyes, the pupils approximately dark blue. Its

barbel is larger than that of the yiraros, he says,

and smaller than that of the xpeM7?*; it feeds on

seaweed and is a rockfish, and like the land yaXrj

(the weasel) allegedly eats the eyes of corpses

it encounters. He gives Epirus as its habitat.

There is no other ascertainable occurrence of the

word as a fish name in the classical period. It is

noteworthy that except for the single conjectural

occurrence of the word in Aristotle it is not met in

the literature until about 100 B.C. This cir-

cumstance suggests that it is possible that yaXfi

is a mere translation of mustela, which was in use

at least as early as the second century B.C. and

was a much more commonname.

Aelian's account points to the burbot, Lota

vulgaris Cuvier, although H. Gossen 32 maintains

that it is an accurate description of the 3-bearded

rockling, Motella tridrrata Xilsson, which is said

to be good eating, although it is now little used

28 Cf. II. A. Hoffman and D. S. Jordan, "A
Catalogue of the Fishes of Greece," Pro;'. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia 1892: 234.

29 Apud Athen. 7.328.f.
39 Nat. an. 15.11; cf. Plin. N.H. 32.53.
31 Despite Steier, Aelian docs not give rJ7raros- as

a synonym of yaXij but merely says that I Ik- 70X77

resembles the titto-tos. Steier is incorrect in his

interpretation of Aelian's passage and overly hasty
in accepting the inference of Alfred Papendick
(Die Fischnamen im griechisch-lateinischen Glos-

saren: 34. Konigsberg, 1926) from the equation of

mustela with riwaro^ in COL 3: 89, 16 that ya\ij
t

mustela, and frrarosare all equivalent . On t be other
hand, t he Synonymy Of mustela and yaXrj is at tested

by many lemmas in CGL, viz., 2: 131, 59; 261, 16;

3: 18, 57; 90, 69; 189, 13; 256, 65; 259, 35; 361, 70;
471, 17, as well as the form 7aXta, viz., 3: 132,50;
ls7. Hi; 320, 39; 131, 16; 195, 57; 512, 61.

32 "Die Tiernamen in Alians 17 Buchern irtpi

faioiv," Ouellen und Studien Geschichte Naturw.
und Medizin 4 (3) (hereafter cited as "Aelian"),
par. 140. 1935; "Zoologisches hoi Athenaios,"
idem 7 (2/3) (hereafter cited as " Athen.") : 262.

1939.
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except by the poor, since its odor a few ROUTEal

ter death becomes distinctly unpleasant. 31 This

weakens the identification of Gossen, who in-

cidentally fails to explain the presence of a marine

species in Epirus. It is noteworthy that 70X10

is the regular Modem( Ireek oame to]' the burbot 84

and that thi- species has been known as galea in

Liguria and at the northern end of the Adriatic,'* 5

a name which goes hack to a Greek form 70X677. 36

It should be remarked, however, that the lamprey

is called yaXe-q and yaXtia in Modern Greek. 37

Hesychius of Alexandria gives 70X01 as a

synonym of 7060s, and Hesychius and the Lexi-

con of Cyrillus give 70X0 as a synonym of

ya8os. On the first equation Schweighauser"

comments that perhaps 70X01 is a corruption of

70X10, and on the second he remarks that pos-

sibly 70X0 is for yaXa, which would be a con-

traction of 7aXea. Gossen 39 emends the 70X0
of Hesychius' second equation to yaXaplas,

identifying the fish as the poor-cod, Gadus minu-

tus Linnaeus. This is of no value as a food fish, 1 "

although it is fairly common in the Mediter-

ranean. 41
If the names which appear in Hesy-

chius and the Lexicon of Cyrillus are actually

corruptions of 70X77 or variants of that name,

70X77 must have been used, at least in the late

period, as a synonym of 7000s, which is discussed

later in this article.

Hesychius also defines 70X101 as ovlctkol,

similarly identified by Gossen 12 as the poor-cod.

The ovIokos is discussed below.

Since the earliest certain occurrence of 70X77

is comparatively late, since the term is found only

in two technical writers of the classical period,

if we exclude Aristotle, and since it survives to

only a limited extent in the modern nomenclature,

it is a logical inference that the term was probably

not in popular use, but was merely a translation

of mustela, as has already been suggested. We
33 Cf. Day, op. cil. (see note 16), 1: 317.
34 Cf. Thompson's note on Aristot. Hist. an. 508

b 17 and Hoffman-Jordan, loc. cit. (see note 28).
35 Cf. P. Rolla, Iltiologia populare: 21. Casale,

1906.
16 Cf. Gerhard Rohlfs, Etymologisches Worter-

buch der unteritalienischenGrdzitdl, no. 407. Halle,
1930.

37 Cf. Thompson, Glossary: 168.
38 Note on Athen. 7.315.L
39 "Die zoologischen Glossen im Lexikon des

Hesych," Quellen und Studien Gesch. Xaturw.
und Medizin 7 (1) (hereafter cited as "Hesvch."):
nos.33Sand.341. 1937.

4 ° Cf. Day. op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 288.
41 Cf. Carus, op. cit. (see note 5) 2: 571.

: "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 345.

have already seen that in Aelian its use as a term

for the burbot parallels one common application

of mustela, but the application of mustela to the

burbot almost certainly represents an extension

from its marine relatives. It is therefore perhaps

not pressing the meagre evidence too hard to

assume that in Greek technical writers 70X77 was

used as a term for Phyeis sp. and Motella sp.

3. "UiraTos

It was pointed out above that Aelian says that

the tJttotos is very similar to the 70X77, which

he describes as a small fish with dull eyes, the

pupils approximately dark blue, with a barbel

larger than that of the r/iraros. Elsewhere 43 he

describes the 77770.7-05 as a large, but sluggish, fish

that lurks in hiding places of the sea. Aristotle

describes the ttVotos as a fish with few caeca, 44

solitary, carnivorous, with serrate teeth, black

in color, with large eyes and a triangular, white

heart. 45 Speusippus 46 says that it resembles the

(paypos (the braize, Paqrus vulgaris Cuvier and

Valenciennes) and the kpvQplvos (possibly the

Mediterranean barbier, Serranus anthias Cu-

vier and Valenciennes). Eubulus 47 says that

it has no gall. Diodes 4 ** refers to it as a rock-

fish. Hegesander 49 states that it has two stones

in its head, similar in luster and color to those

found in oysters, but rhomboid in shape. Such

ear stones might be found in any bony fish, but

not in the shark family. Phylotimus 50
classifies

the 777raros as a fish with soft flesh. Galen 51

says that it has flesh of intermedate consistency,

despite Phylotimus. Oribasius 52 also calls it

a fish with flesh of intermediate consistency, and

Xenocrates says that the flesh is moderately

delicate and of relatively loose texture, 53 and

should not be eaten in the fall, for then it is of

bad juice. 54 Marcus Sidonius 55 speaks of it as

43 Xal. an. 9.38. Thompson (op. cil.: 76) re-

gards this as a different fish from the usual 7J7ra7-os.

- Hist. an. 508 b 19.
45 Page 306 Rose (apud Athen. 7.301. c).
* Apud Athen. 7.300.e.

"Ibid. 3. 108. a (in Kock, Comicorum Atticorum
fragmenla 2: 185).

i!i Ibid. 7.301. c (p. 173, Wellmann).
49 Ibid. 3. 108. a (in Muller, Fragmenla hislori-

corum graecorum 4: 420).
50 Apud Galen. Alim. fac. 3.29 (p. 368.1 Helm-

reich).
51 Alim. fac. 3.29 (p. 370.15 Helmreich).
52 Coll. med. 3.15.7.
53 Alim. aqvat. 10 (exc. Oribas. Coll. med. 2.58.-

27).
54 Ibid. 3.
55 10.
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crooked-toothed. It is apparently this fish

which Pliny 56 calls hepar.

J. P. J. M. Brands 57 explains this name as a

derivative of rjirap, "liver," meaning literally

"liverish," which seems correct, and says that

the fish is unidentifiable. F. A. Wood58 con-

jectured that the fish was so named because it

was liver-colored. Reinhold Stromberg 59 accepts

this as one possibility, calling attention (as

does Wood) to -qTraTl^eiv, "to be liver-colored,"

and i77raTtrts, "liver-colored," but also points

out that it may have been so named because it

had a large liver. He suggests that the state-

ment of Eubulus that the fish had no gall may
represent only an inference from the name.

But D'Arcy W. Thompson 60 suspects that the

source of ijiraTos is Egyptian abtu, a word for

a fish occurring in the Book of the Dead. He
considers the fish unidentified, stating that it

was supposed by Belon and by Cuvier, on no

valid grounds, to be the haddock or some similar

gadoid fish. More specifically, Cuvier 61 iden-

tified the rjTraros as the eglefin, Gadus aeglefinus

Linnaeus, which does not occur in the Medi-

terranean. 62 Gossen 63 on the basis of Aris-

totle's description identifies the fish as Molva

elongata Risso, a type of ling belonging to the

gadoid family and found in the Mediterranean.

4. Ae/3ias

Aristotle's description of the 7?7raros
64

is

quoted by Athenaeus, 65 who gives Xtfilas as a

synonym of 7?7raros and cites Diodes as clas-

sifying the Ae/3 Las as a rockfish and Speusippus

as comparing it to the <f>aypos (the braize).

Hesychius defines Xefilas as a type of preserved

fish with the scales left on, also used as a term

for a type of lake fish. Aristophanes 66 lists the

Xtfilas along with the aK.6p(3pos (the common

mackerel, Scomber scomber Linnaeus), the KoXlas

66 N.H. 32.149.
57 Grieksche Diernamen: 156. Purmerend, 1935.
68 "Greek Fish Names," Amer. Journ. Philol.49:

49. 1928.
69 "Studien zur Etymologie und Bildung dor

griechischen Fischnamen," Goteborgs Hogskolas

Arsskr. 49: 45. 1943.
60 Op. cil.: 76.

[j

61 Cuvier et Valenciennes, Hisloire naturelle

des poissons 2: 232. Paris, 1828-49.
62 Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 283.
63 "Aelian" (see note 32), par. 140; "Athen."

(see note 32): 261.
64 Page 306 Rose.
65 7.301. c.
66 Apud Athen. 3.118.C (in Kock, Comicorum

Atticorum fragmenta 1: 499).

(the coly mackerel, Scomber colias Gmelin), the

aairepS-q (a type of scienid), the fivXXos (a type

of scienid), and the dbvvLS (the common tunny,

Thynnus vulgaris Cuvier and Valenciennes).

Pollux 67
lists the same six fishes. Diphilus 68

compares the Xefilas to the aiXovpos (probably

here the sheatfish, Silurus glanis Linnaeus) and

says that both were popular among the Rhodians.

Archestratus 69 speaks of buying both the Xe/3 las

and the riiraros at Delos and Tenos.

Gossen 70 regards Ae/3 las as a mere synonym of

riwaros and similarly identifies it as Molva

elongata. Thompson 71
identifies the Xtfilas as

Labeo niloticus Cuvier. This may be correct in

so far as the name refers to a Nile fish, but as a

term for a marine fish of the Mediterranean it

must have denoted a different species. In the

latter sense it was identical with or very similar

to the r)-waTos, and both were very much like the

ya\r), which is almost certainly a gadoid. It is

very probable, therefore, that both of these

names were used as terms for one or more of the

gadoids, although there is no ascertainable sur-

vival of either name in the modern nomenclature.

5. AeXtcavos

Euthydemus 72 says that a fish known as the

deXnavos was named after the river Delcos, where

it was caught, and was very wholesome pickled

in brine. Hesychius defines Delcos as a marsh

in Thrace that was rich in fish. Dorion 73 says

that this deXnavos was identified by some with

the Xefilas. Hesychius defines Xefilas as some-

times meaning a lake fish.

Gossen 74 identifies this fresh-water SeXnavos

as Barbus plebeius Valenciennes, a small barbel

which occurs in both the Italian and the Balkan

lakes and rivers. It has already been pointed

out that mustela certainly and yaXri probably

were applied not only to certain marine gadoids,

but also the the fresh-water burbot, Lota vulgaris

Cuvier. It seems very likely that both the

SeXKavos and the lake Xtfilas were also the bur-

bot.

•' 6.48.
68 Apud Athen. 4.132.d (in Kock, op. cit. 2: 545).
69 lb. 7.301. d (frg. 30 Hit. heck; frg. 27 Brandt i.

"> "Athen." (see note 32): 261.
71 Op. cit.: 9, 146; cf. "On Egyptian Fish Names

Used by Greek Writers," Journ . Egyptian Archaeol.
14: 23-24. 1928.

72 Apud At lien. 3.118.1).
73 Ibid.
71 "Hesych." (see note 39), nos. 427 and [259;

"Athen." (see note 32): 240.
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('). Wpewuv

• Oppian 75 speaks briefly of the irpiirwv as a

fish which links in lairs in the depths of the sea

and, being large and powerful in body, Imt some-

what sluggish in movement, lies in wait for

smaller fish. Aelian 76 describes the fish in al-

most identical terms. SuidaS says that irpkiruv

and irpofiarov were alternative terms for a very

large fish known as vitcltos. The fish is also

mentioned by Marcus Sidonius. 77 The descrip-

tion of the fish, the fact that Suidas identifies it

with the viraros (properly rjiraros-), and the

fact that Aelian describes the rfiraros in almost

identical language in the same passage suggest

that this is one of the Gadidae. 78

7. ITporJaro)/

The wpoQarov, or "sheepfish," is described in

precisely the same terms as the Trpiirwv by both

Oppian 79 and Aelian, 80 except that the former" 1

al-n -ays that when hooked it often escaped by

merely becoming a dead weight on the line, sink-

ing to the bottom. Although Suidas regarded

TTptwwv and Trpofiarov as synonymous, both

Oppian and Aelian clearly considered them dif-

ferent fish. Rondelet reported that the umbra
(one of the scienids) was called "sea-sheep" by

the Greeks in his day. Belon thought that the

fish might be Merlangus poutassou. Mail 82 iden-

tifies it merely as one of the Gadidae. Gossen 83

calls it specifically Merluccius vulgaris Fleming.

Thompson84 regards it as unidentified.

8. "Ovos

Ancient sources yield much more information

regarding the ovos or "assfish." Aristotle 83 says

that some fishes hide in the sand and some in

» 1 1 nl. 1.146 ff.

7 Nat. an. 9.38.

S

: " Cf. Mair, note on Oppian. loc. cit. Gossen
("Aelian" [see note 32], par. 140) says that it is

probably the coalfish, Gadus virens Linnaeus,
which is rare in the Mediterranean. Thompson
(op. cit., p. 21S) states only that it is an unknown,
large, deep-sea fish. Stromberg (op. cit. [see note
59 : 33) regards -n-pk-^cv as a present participle of
-pi-w, "shine forth," hence "excellent," "that
which is suitable (.for eating)," and infers from
Aelian that the term belonged to the fishermen's
patois.

79 Loc. cit.

80 Loc. cit.
81 Hal. 3.139 ff.

82 Loc. cit.
83 Loc. cit.
81 Op. cit.: 220.
y Hist. an. 599 b 26 ff.

the mud, but the majority hide only during the

winter, crustaceans, rockfishes, rays, and car-

tilaginous fishes hiding only during extremely

severe weather, as is evident from the fact that

they are not caught when the weather i- extremely

colli. But some fishes hide in summer, for

example, the yXavKOS (unidentified), which hide-

in summer for about fit) days. The ovos and the

xpi'ffocppvs (the gilt-head, Chrysophrys aurata

Cuvier and Valenciennes) also hide in summer,

and that the ovos hides lor a long period may he

inferred from the fact that there is a long period

when it is not caught. Oppian 88 also comments

on the fact that the ovos stays in hiding during

the heat of summer. Aristotle also -ay-" 7 that

the ovos, the /3dros (the skate, Raja sp.), the

i/'tjttci (the plaice, Pleuronectes sp.), and the

p Iv-n (the angel-shark, Rhina squalina Rafinesque)

burrow in the sand, and after concealing them-

selves angle with the filaments that they

have in their mouths, which fishermen call their

fishing rods. In Plim r
's rendering of this pas-

sage 88 there is no reference to the ovos. Athe-

naeus >9 quotes Aristotle as saying that the ovos,

like sharks and dogfishes (yaXeoi), has a widely

gaping mouth and is not gregarious. It is the

only fish that has its heart in its stomach, 90 and

in its brain it has stones resembling millstones.

It is also the only fish that lives in holes during

the hottest dogdays, all the others going into

hiding during the severest winter weather.

Aristotle 91
in a dubious passage says that it

angles like the /3drpaxos (the fishing frog, Lophius

piscatorius Linnaeus). Epicharmus 92 refers to

the stomach of the ovos as extraordinary. 93

Aelian 94 also says that the ovos is not gregarious

and is the only fish that has its heart in its

stomach and has stones in its head resembling

millstones, being also the only fish to go into

hiding in the dogdays, all the others hiding only

in the severest winter weather. Oppian speaks

85 Hal. 1.151 ff.

87 Hist. an. 620 b 29 ff.

88 X.H. 9.144.
89 7.315.e (p. 311 Rose).
90 Cf. Aelian. Xal. an. 5.20.
91 Hist. an. 620 b 30.
92 Apud Athen. 7.315.f (in Kaibel, Comicorum

graecorum fragmenla: 102).
93 Thompson (op. cit.: 183) comments that the

"paunch" is not especially large, the saying aris-
ing perhaps from the fact that the large swim
bladder is apt to force the stomach out of the
mouth when hake or cod are pulled up from deep
water.

MXat. an. 6.30.
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of the ovos as a very large fish that sinks to the

bottom when hooked, instead of fighting, and

by sheer weight often breaks the line and gets

free,
95 and gives the deep sea as its habitat. 96

Phylotimus 97 lists the ovos among the soft-fleshed

fishes.

This is all the useful information regarding the

ovos obtainable from ancient sources, and most

of it clearly stems from Aristotle. The modern

nomenclature is not helpful, for ovos has been

largely replaced by names based on 7 ados.

Bussemaker and Cresswell identified the ovos as

the cod, Gadus mustela Linnaeus; Cuvier and

Littre, as the 3-bearded rockling, Motella

tricirrata Nilsson; and CD. Badham98 thought

that it might be the sea-tench or Mediterranean

hake, Phycis mediter ramus De la Roche, which

he says has a barbel and a large head and is the

only gadoid with barbels frequenting southern

seas. Camus99 identified it as the eglefin, Gadus

aeglefinus Linnaeus, which does not occur in the

Mediterranean. 100 Gossen 101 identifies it as

the bib or pout, Gadus luscus Linnaeus, which

is only a wanderer in the Mediterranean, strag-

glers being taken as far to the east as Italy, but

almost never as far as Greece. 102 Brands 103 goes

no farther than to say that it is one of the

Gadidae. The ovos has generally been identified

as the common hake, Merluccius vulgaris Cu-

vier,
104 which occurs in the Mediterranean, es-

pecially along the northern shores, and in the

Adriatic, and has coarse flesh that may be cut

into steaks and fried or cooked in pies.
105

If

the text of Aristotle is correct, it should be re-

ferred rather to the Mediterranean hake, Phycis

mediterraneus De la Roche, and the fork-beard

hake, Phycis blennioides Bloch and Schneider, 106

35 Hal. 3.138 ff

.

96 Ibid. 1.151.
97 Apud Galen. Alim. fac. 3.29 (p. 368.1 Helm-

reich)

.

98 Prose halieutics, or ancient and modern fish

tattle: 353. London, 1854.
99 Histoire des animaux d'Arislote, avec la tra-

duction franc aise 2: 84. Paris, 1783.
100 Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 283.
101 "Hesych." (see note 39), nos. 338 and 1557;

"Aelian" (see note 32), par. 140; "Athen." (see

note 32): 261.
102 Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 286; Cams,

op. cit. (see note 5) 2: 572.
103 Op. cit.: 171.
104 Cf. Mair's ed. of Oppian, introd.: Ixv; Paul

Barbier, "Noms de poissons," Rev. Langues Ro-
manes 53: 27. 1910.

105 Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 300.
106 Cf. Thompson, note on Aristot. Hist. an.

599 b 34; Glossary: 182; Mair, loc. cit.

both of which are common in the Mediterra-

nean. 107

9. 'QvIgkos

With regard to the ov'lokos, the chief problem

is whether or not it is identical with the ovos,

of which this is a diminutive form. Oppian, to

judge from the data he gives, considered them

different fishes; and Dorion 108 definitely dif-

ferentiates the two; but Galen 109 says that what

Phylotimus called ocos others called ovLokos;

and Eustathius 110 and Hesychius give ovlukos as

a synonym of ovos. The ov'lo-kos was certainly

closely related to the ovos, if it was not identical

with it. It was a white fish
111 that lived in the

sea,
112 feeding in the mud and the shallows. 113

It was not a rockfish, although its flesh was of

equal firmness, according to Galen. 114 On the

other hand, Xenocrates 115 speaks of the flesh as

of intermediate consistency, and Oribasius 116

refers to it as soft, but not particularly friable,

and devoid of excrementitious humors. Xenoc-

rates also states 117 that the flesh is not acrid, is

of good juice, difficult to assimilate, easy to pass,

and nourishing. Since it was used as bait for

the tunny, 118 the ovlo-kos could not have been a

very large fish. Oribasius 119 mentions a fresh-

water type. The marine type was considered

unsuitable for salting.
120

Barbier 121 identifies the ov'lokos with the ovos

and refers it likewise to the common hake,

Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier. Bussemaker dis-

tinguished it from the ovos and identified it as

the common whiting, Gadus merlangus Linnaeus

(Merlangus vulgaris Fleming). Thompson 122 be-

lieves that the ovIokos is probably one of the

lesser species of the cod family, perhaps the

poutassou, Merlangus poulassou Risso, the 3-

107 Cf. Day, op. cit. (sec nolo 16) 1: 303; Car us,

op. cit. (sec note 5) 2: 575.
108 Apud At lien. 7.315.f.
l »8 Alim. fac. 3.29 (p. 368.21 Helmreich).
n " Page 862.
111 Marc. Sid. 11.

112 Galen. Alim. fac. 3.40 (p. 384.18 Helmreich);

De ban. mal. sue. 3 (p. 397.1 Helmreich).
113 Oppian. Hal. 1.105.
114 De ban. mal. air. 9 (p. 417.24 Helmreich).
115 Alim. aquat. 1.

110 Coll. med. 3.2.11; 4.1.37.
117 Alim. aquat. 1 I.

118 Oppian. Hal. 3.191.
1|,J Coll. med. 3.15.5.
12|

j Galen. Alim. fac. 3.40 (p. 384.18 Helmreich);

Oribas. Coll. med. 1.1 .37.

121 Loc. cit. (see note 104).
mGlossary. 181-182.
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bearded rockling, Molella tricirrata Nilsson, or

tlic
|

-cod, Gadii8 mimUus Linnaeus. The

common whiting has been much esteemed as a

food fish, more so perhaps than any other species

of the genus, being very easy to digest except in

April, May, and June, when it is out of condition

and may cause nausea and even vomiting. It

is be.-t eaten immediately after capture, since it

decompose- rapidly. When the takes exceed

the demand, whitings are often salted or dried. 123

Since the marine bvianos was not suited for

salting, it is probably not the common whiting.

\i nit her significant point easting doubt on the

common whiting is that such physicians as

Galen, Xenocrates, and Oribasius would almost

certainly have commented on the dangers of

eating il out of season. In addition, the common
whiting is rare in the Mediterranean, 121 and it is

clear that the oviaKos was very common. Gos-

sen regards the equation of ovos with oviaKos as

an outright error 125 and like Thompson suggests

that the oviaKos may be the poor-cod. 126 But

this is a very dubious identification, since the

poor-cod is practically worthless as a food fish,
127

and Xenocrates comments favorably on the

dietetic qualities of the oviaKos. If the oviaKos

was not identical with the ovos, it was certainly

very similar to it. and identification of this fish

as the common hake is therefore very plausible.

10. 'Ovias

Brands 12s
cites ovias as a fish name used by

Dorion 129 and Oppian, 130 identifying it as one

of the Gadidae. Actually, in the cited passages

Dorion uses ovos and Oppian oviaKos, and if

Brands had delved a little deeper, he would

not so readily have acknowledged himself

unable to explain the extension of ovos, "ass," to

a fish. Nicander of Thyateira 131 says that there

are two kinds of aKapos, one of which is the

ovias and the other the a'ioXos. Hesychius also

defines ovias as a type of aKapos. The aKapos,

as has already been pointed out, is the parrot-

fish, Scarus cretensis Cuvier and Valenciennes.

Ai'oXos is not a fish name, but a descriptive

epithet, probably alluding to the shimmering

123 Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 290.
124 Cf. Cams, op. cit. (see note 5) 2: 571.
124 "Hesvch." (see note 39), no. 1557.
126 hoc. cit. and no. 213.
127 Cf. Day. op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 288.
128 Op. cit. (see note 57), p. 171.
129 Apud Athen. 7.315. f.

130 Hal. 3.191.
131 Apud Athen. 7.320.C.

gleam of the scale- oi a ] Ye.-hly caught fish"'-; and

it was applied to varied fishes, such a- the ivkpKn

(the sea-perch, Si rranus scriba ( luvier and Valen-

ciennes), 133 the ubpp.vpos (our- of the sea-breams,

probably Pitgellus mornnjrus Cuvier and Valen-

ciennes), 131 the aaXwri (the saupe, Box sal pa

Cuvier and Valenciennes), 130 and the KopaKlvos

(one of the scienids, probably Corvina nigra

Cuvier and Valenciennes). 13r
' Clearly, therefore,

ovias was a descriptive epithet, alluding in the

case of the aKapos to a dull, ass-gray type; and

ovos and oviaKos were applied to certain gadoids

because of their ass-gray coloration. 137 Iden-

tification of the ovias of Xicander as perhaps

Smaris vulgaris in the Greek-English lexicon of

Liddell-Scott- Jones assuredly has slight justifica-

tion.

11. KaWapias

Another Greek fish name which apparently

belongs in the gadoid group is notable for the

variety of forms in which it occurs. Oppian 138

uses the form KaWapias and differentiates this

fish from the oviaKos, mentioning that it also

frequents muddy shallows. Archestratus 139 iden-

tifies the KaWapias with the ovos. Dorion

speaks of the yaWapias as a type of oviaKos

with one spiny fin, like the river p.vpaiva, li0

132 Cf. Leon Lacroix, "Notes critiques a Ath6n6e,
Kpithetes et noms de poissons dans un vers de
Xumenius (Athen. 7. 326. a)," Melanges Desrous-
seaux: 256, note 2. Paris, 1937. Stromberg (op.

cit. [see note 59]: 23) thinks that the word also

alluded to the quick and lively movement of those
fishes to which it was applied, but this is not con-
sistent with the actual applications.

133 Epicharm. frg. 47.48 Kaibel {Comicorum
graecorum fragmenta)

.

134 Oppian. Hal. 1.100.
135 lb. 1.125.
135 Xumen. apud Athen. 7.308. e.
137 Stromberg (op. cit. [see note 59]: 100), accept-

ing the gray coloration as the basic reason for the
application of these names, points out that a fish

with a large head would be regarded as stupid and
obstinate and might therefore be called "assfish."

138 Hal. 1.105.
139 Apud Athen. 7.316.a (frg. 35 Ribbeck, frg. 14

Brandt).
140 Ibid. 7.312.d Mi/pcuva generally denoted the

moray, Muraena helena Linnaeus, while the Euro-
pean fresh-water eel, Anguilla vulgaris Turton,
was known as Itx^s, and the conger eel, Conger
vulgaris Cuvier, as yoyypos. There is no fresh-
water type of moray, and Dorion's river niipaiva

must therefore be a different fish. There is, more-
over, in the region known to Dorion, no fresh-
water fish similar to the moray with one spiny fin,

and he was familiar with the use of eyxe\vs as a term
for the fresh-water eel. By elimination, accord-
ing!}-, Dorion may have had in mind the burbot,
Lota vulgaris Cuvier, or the lamper eel, Pelro-
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says that the 7aAAep£as 141 was also called

6v'htkos, u - and gives both x e ^Xap l-qs and ovLctkos

as synonyms for pvXXos (usually a type of scie-

nid). 143 Euthydemus 144 identifies the 76 Aa-

/5177s
145 with the ovLctkos and the (3clkxos. Hesy-

chius identifies the yaXapLas with the ovLctkos.

He also gives xeAtowp and x e Ai5o!uas as syn-

onyms of x € ^ €( *P and says that x eAeap also

denoted a kind of fish.

Stromberg 146 thinks that the form xtXXapLrjs

may have arisen through folk etymology by a

crossing of KaXXapirjs with x £ A(A)«i>, "gray

mullet." In the case of forms beginning with

7aA- he suspects the influence of the generic

term 7aXe6s (shark or dogfish). He suggests

that yaXXepLas arose from yaXeos by the in-

fluence of aarep'tas (perhaps the smooth dog-

fish, Mustelus vulgaris Muller) . Neither explana-

tion is especially convincing, for Stromberg

starts from the dubious hypothesis that yaXtos

I

and 70X77 are really variants of the same word

and that therefore people were inclined to asso-

ciate sharks and dogfishes with the gadoids.

Gossen 147
calls x f Aedp a Laconian word which

is either equivalent to x e Ai6'oi'icis and in that

case possibly denotes Luvarus imperialis Ra-

finesque, 148 or is equivalent to x £ AAapias and

myzon fliwiatilis Linnaeus. Of these two, the
latter is a somewhat more plausible identification,

first because there are some Greek fish names, pre-
sumably known to Dorion, which apparently were
applied to the burbot, whereas no Greek fish name
can with assurance be referred to the lamper eel,

and second because there was a marked tendency
to confuse the lamper eel with the moray (cf.

Thompson, op. cit.: 164). Gossen ("Athen." [see

note 32] : 246) says that Dorion's fj.bpai.va. is certainly

the Kurzschwanzaale (by which he apparently
means the suborder Symbranchii) and asserts that
the scholarly Dorion is the only one to report that
it has only one bone (Grate). This supposition
borders on fantasy. The Symbranchii do not re-

semble the moray, but the eel, and they do not

occur in streams emptying into the Mediterranean.
Moreover, the anavda to which Dorion alludes is

almost certainly a prominent fin ray, not a bone.
As for the yaWapias with one spiny fin, it may be
noted that Motella sp. has two dorsal fins, the
anterior of which is reduced to a narrow, rayed
fringe, more or less concealed in the longitudinal
groove, and the first ray of this anterior fin is

prolonged.
141 Sic Meineke; yaWepiSas AC.
142 Apud Athen. 7.315-f.
143 Ibid. 3.118.C.
144 lb. 7.315.f.
145 Sic A; yaWepliqs C.
146 Op. cit. (see note 59): 130.
147 "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 2296.
148 The x^i-Sovias, or "swallowfish," of the Greeks

is probably the flying gurnard, Dactylopterus voli-

tans Cuvier and Valenciennes.

in that case is synonymous with ovLctkos and

denotes the poor-cod, Gadus minutus Linnaeus.

Thompson 149
is also inclined to read x £ AAapi?7s

for x^Xeap, making it synonymous with ov'lctkcs.

Hesychius also gives 7<xAa and 6£os as synonyms

of 7&Aos, and Gossen 150 here emends to yaXapias

and ovos. In still another definition Hesychius

gives KaXaplas as a synonym of Xa'$Lvt)s.

Pliny 151
classifies the collyri (emended by some to

callariae) as a smaller type of asellus. Since he

identifies the bacchus as a type of asellus caught

only in deep water and therefore preferred to

the collyrus, the collyrus obviously must have

been caught in shallow water. Collyrus is cer-

tainly a transliteration of some Greek name for

one of the gadoids, possibly *KoXXvplas, a con-

jectural variant of the name here discussed.

Since there are almost no descriptive clues,

identification in this case must depend almost

solely upon the equations made in ancient sources,

and these are not entirely in harmony. They

do indicate that the name must have denoted a

fish very similar to or identical with the ovos or

the ovLctkos, which would make it a type of cod

or hake. As mentioned above, Gossen believes

that x e Ae<ip if equivalent to x e AAapias is a

synonym of ovLctkos and denotes the poor-cod,

Gadus minutus Linnaeus. He also so identifies

the yaXap tas.
152 Other scholars have similarly

identified this fish name. 153 But when the name
is used as a synonym of 701605, or as a synonym of

Xa£lvr)s, also called x a Pa, V' a Si Gossen refers

it to Gadus luscus Linnaeus 154
. Brands 155 says

that the name is not identifiable. Neither Gadus

luscus nor Gadus minutus is a very plausible

identification. As has already been pointed out,

the latter is practically worthless as a food fish,

and the former is only a wanderer in the Medi-

terranean, almost never being caught as far to

the east as Greece. It is difficult to see how it

is possible to restrict the meaning any further

than to say that this fish is apparently a type of

cod or hake, although Thompson 156 thinks that

it is probably the common hake, Merluccius

vulgaris Cuvier.

"•' Op. cit.: 285.
150 "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 338.
151 X.II. '9. 61 and 32.146.
152 "Hesych." (sec note 39), no. 341.
153 Cf., c.R.. Ki'ilb in August Stcier, Aristoteles

unit I' tin ins ZUT <>< Sch irhtc iter Ziiolixjiv: 82. Wiirz-

burg, 1913.
164 "Hesych." (see note 39), nos. 338 and 1236.
155 Op. cit. (see note 57) : 159.
16« Op. cit.: 97.
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12. AaftJ/T/j

So far as ran be ascertained, the only occur-

rence of Aafii^s as a fi-li name is in Hesychius,

who saw- tliat it denoted the xapacpias and the

fish /caAapias. 157 As a fish name, Xaj'i^s prob-

ably represents an extension from a type of

plover. 168
It may be a gadoid.

13. "Ofrs

Likewise, the 6i;os which Hesychius gives as

a synonym of yados is apparently the only oc-

currence of this word as a fish name, and Gossen's

emendation to ovos is therefore plausible, more

especially since there is no logical explanation

im the application of this word to a fish.

Id. Galaxias

There is another fish name which hears a close

resemblance to xaXXaplas and its variants.

Phylotimus 169
lists the yaXeuvvpos among fishes

with hard flesh. Oribasius 16 " says that this

fish is of bad juice and difficult to digest. Galen 161

says that there is more than a single kind of

yaXtos. and that one type, which brought a

very high market juice among the Romans, was

called yaAa£ias 162 by them, but either ya\eos

or yaXeuvvpos by the Greeks. He also say-

that it was a fish with soft flesh, although the

other yaXeoi had hard flesh, and that Phylot-

imus probably fell into error on this point be-

cause the fish apparently did not occur in the

Cheek sea and he was therefore not personally

acquainted with it.

Stromberg 163 says that the form yaXeuvvpos

almost certainly arose by a blending of yaXeos

and Ka\ LuivvfjLos (sic). The latter, he says, is

the name of a fish of prey that was called Xukos

and properly means "with a beautiful name,"
being a typical example of the application of a

flattering name to a ferocious fish for the purpose

of winning its goodwill. But ko.XXluvvp.os ap-

parently was not the name of a fish of prey, but

of the scabbardfish. Uranoscopus scabcr Lin-

157 Thompson (op. cil. : 144) would read KaXXapias
for KoKapias and \eXXapias for x aPafy>tas . Corav
emended Xaj'imjs to /jdj'acs. discussed subsequently
in ray text.

15s Cf. Brands, loc. cil.
159 Apud Galen. Alim. fac. 3.30.1 (p. 372.5

Helmreich).
160 Coll. med. 3.16.9 and 3.18.9.
161 Alim. fac. 3.31 (p. 372. IS Helmreich).
162 ya\a*las AB ; -, oXe££a S V. Note CGL3: 241 . 37

:

o -, aXa^ias galaxias.
163 Op. cit. (see note 59): 108-109.

naeus, which was ironically called by thi- name

because it was so ugly. Its byname, moreover,

was not Xvkcs, "wolf," but Xvxvos, "lamp,"

possibly applied to it because it was active at

night. With regard to yaXa^ias, Stromberg,

who take- this to be a Greek term, despite the

explicit statement of Galen, suggests that it is

perhaps a corrupt derivative of yaXtos, influ-

enced by a word in -a£tas, such as rapa^ias.

This hypothesis has little to recommend it.

The account of Galen suggests a type of shark

or dogfish, but no shark or dogfish is known to

have been present in Italian but not in Greek

waters. A second possibility is that it may have

been a type of sturgeon. On the other hand, it

is barely possible that Galen, even though he was

personally acquainted with the fish, thought

that its Greek name was yaXeos, whereas it was

actually yaXfi, a name which does not occur in

his extant works. As has been mentioned be-

fore, others lapsed into error on the same point.

In that event, the galaxias is probably a gadoid.

Furthermore, if galaxias i- synonymous with

yaXfi, it is also synonymous with mustela, which

would make it a term for Phycis sp. and Motella

sp. Pliny ranked the mustela second only to

the parrotfish in his time, and Galen comments

on the unusually high market juice of the galax-

ias.

15. Bolkxos

Still another Greek fish name which belongs

in this group is (16.kxos. Euthydemus 164 makes

it synonymous with yeXapi-qs and ovLokos.

Eustathius 165 gives it as a synonym of ovos and

6v L(tkos. Xenocrates 166 classifies it as a fish with

flesh of intermediate consistency, and Diphilus

of Siphnos 167 considered it of good and abundant

juice and nourishing. Pliny 168
classifies the

bacchus as a type of asellus caught only in the

deep sea and therefore preferred to the collyri.

The difficulties in this case are aggravated by the

fact that (3d/cxos not only must have denoted a

type of gadoid but was used as an alternative

term for the pvX Xos (usually one of the scienids),

like x eAAaP' 7
? s and 6v la kos,

169 and also denoted

a type of gray mullet, possibly Mugil saliens

164 Apud Athen. 7.315.f

.

165 Page 862.
166 Alim. aquat. 1.
U7 Apud Athen. 7.356. b.
a*N.H. 9.61 and 32.145.
169 Cf. Dorion apud Athen. 3.118.C.
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Risso. 170 The name clearly was applied to

several different fishes, and identification of the

gadoid to which it was sometimes applied would

be simpler if the common characteristic responsi-

ble for the application of this name to such dif-

ferent fishes were known. The most attractive

guess is that it was the gray coloration.

Although the fiaKxos has been identified as

the common hake, Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier, 171

and as the poor-cod, Gadus minutus Linnaeus, 172

the evidence is too scant to justify identifying

it any more specifically than as a type of cod or

hake similar to or identical with the ovos and

the ovlaKos.

16. Ma£eu>os

Dorion 173 gives /xa£eu>os 174 as a synonym o^

yaWeplas and bvitrnos. Epicharmus 175 refers

to ^dfoi and Hesychius to jia^lvaL. Xenoc-

rates 176 gives parkas as a synonym of riiraros,

stating that the flesh is rather delicate and of

loose texture, lacking compactness. Theophras-

tus 177 compares the pa^ivns to an Indian fish

which went out upon dry land. Mv^ov, which

may possibly have some connection with these

variants, generally denoted a type of gray mullet,

perhaps Mugil auratus Risso or Mugil saliens

Risso. 178 Dorion apparently regarded pa&ivos

as a term for a type of cod or hake, and it is

perhaps of some significance that the bib or pout,

Gadus luscus Linnaeus, is called mazzia today at

Catanzaro. 179 One major objection to this iden-

tification is that the bib, as has already been

mentioned, is only a wanderer in the Medi-

terranean and is almost never caught as far

east as Greece. Thompson 180 says that since a

fish with similar habits is compared to the goby

by Theophrastus in the same passage, and since

one of the Sicilian vernacular names for the goby

17 ° Cf. Hicesius apud Athen. 7.306.e; Plin. N.H.
32.77.

171 Cf . Kttlb in Steier, op. cit. (see note 153) : 82.
172 Cf. Gossen, "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 213;

"Athen." (see note 32): 261.
173 Apud Athen. 7.315.f.
174 Sic A; ixv£Lvos C.
175 Apud Athen. 7.322.b (in Kaibel, Comicorum

graecorum fragmenta: 103).
176 Alim. aquat. 10 (exc. Oribas. Coll. med.

2.58.27) . Mafeas is feminine in E and Gesner, mas-
culine in E 2"m, q^a^kas ill ABC, -q/xa^kas in MNV.

177 Frg. 171 Wimmer (apud Athen. 8.332. b).
178 Cf. Aristot. Hist. an. 543 b 14; 570 b 2; Hices.

apud Athen. 7.306.e; Diphil. ib. 8.356. d.
179 Cf . La pesca nei mart (see note 4) 3: 50.
180 Op. cit.: 152-153.

is mazzono, pa^Lvrjs may be, inter alia, a goby

name, although these fish names, in so far as they

relate to rjiraros, yaWeplas, and bv 'uncos, point

to some member of the cod family.

17. TaSos

Dorion 181 makes yados synonymous with ovos,

while Hesychius says that the 7<i<5os was called

7<xAa and sometimes 6£os, emended by Gossen 182

to yaXap las and ovos. In the Lexicon of Cyrillus

yd\a is also given as a synonym of yddos.

The origin of this name is obscure. 183 The

term yabapos, "ass," which appears in Dioge-

nianus, 184 looks like a derivative, as does

yaibdpiov, "ass," which occurs in an Amherst

Papyrus of the VI/VII century. These forms

have the appearance of an intermediate stage in

the development of Modern Greek yalbapb-

4>apov, "donkeyfish," the usual name of the

poutassou, Pollachius poutassou Bonaparte (Mer-

langus poutassou Risso), 185 also known as 7a-

8ov\papov. lS6 This species, while commonin most

of the Mediterranean, becomes rare in the Italian

seas; it has flesh of good taste, but soft, and de-

composes rapidly. 187 The common hake, Mer-

luccius vulgaris Cuvier, is called yabelipapov on

Crete, 188 and according to Mair 189
is known as

yddos in Greece, although a loan word from

Turkish piraKaXvs, "grocer," seems to be in

more common use, in the form piraKaXdpo or

uiraKaX capos, also written j3aKaXaos and j3a-

KaXrjS.
190 Gossen, 1 " 1 identifying the yddos with

the yaXapias and the ovos, refers it to the bib,

Gadus luscus Linnaeus, an implausible identifica-

tion, as has already been pointed out.

18. Xpepvs

Hesychius gives \ptpvs as a synonym of

ovIgkos. Whether xP^pvs :ill d the variants

181 Apud Athen. 7.315. f.

182 "Hesych." (sop note 39), no. 338.
183 According to Wharton (Etyma graeca, s.v.),

it is of Semitic origin; but according to Muss-
Arnold (Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. 23: 102.

1892), tins is very doubtful.
181 5.36.
,85 Cf. Hoffman-Jordan, op. cit. (see note 28):

276; X. ('. Apostolides, L" pcche enGrece, ed. 2: 29.

Athens, 1907.
186 Cf. D. Bikelas, "Sur la nomenclature mo-

derne do la I'aune grecque," Ann. Assoc. Encourag.

Etudes Grecqucs 12: 227. 1S7S.

«' Cf. Day, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 292.
'88 Cf. Badham, op. cit. (see note 98): 352.
189 Introd. of his ed. of Oppian: lxv.
190 Cf. Apostolides. lac. cit. (see note 185); Hoff-

man-Jordan, op. cit. (see note 28): 277.
191 "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 33S.
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xptixris, xptM's, and xp'tv^P should be regarded

:is distinct from xpbyns, xpopi-o^, and xpbp-vs is

debatable. Brands 192 maintains that xpbp-i-s, to-

gether with xpip-vs Mid xp'ML'?, is related to

Xpe/ieWfcic, "neigh," and xpbp-os, defined by

Hesychius as "a kind of noise." to which can be

added xpopa5os. "a grating, creaking sound."

He explains XP°P ^ as meaning "gnasher," ap-

plied to the fish because it uttered a sound.

Stromberg 198 accepts Brands' etymology of

xpo/xis and xpop-'/s. suggesting that the variant

xptp-vs may have arisen by contamination of

X<Xt's, "turtle." But he thinks that xptP^P

may he a retrograde formation from xptP-Trre-

adai. "to clear one's throat."

Aristotle speaks of the sharp hearing of the

Xpo/its
1 '" and of the grunting sound it makes, 195

classifies it as a shoal fish that spawns once a

year, 196 and mentions the otolith it has in its

head. 1 ' 7 Pliny 198 speaks of the flashing gleam

of the chromis in the water, and Ovid 199
calls it

unclean (imm inula). Aelian 200 says that the

xpew has a larger barbel than the yaXfi, which

has a larger barbel than the 7j7raros. Oppian 201

says that the xp*A"?s lives in the sea not far from

livers or lakes, where the water is somewhat less

salty and considerable silt is in suspension.

Aristotle '-"'- mentions the xptP-^P in the same pas-

age as the xP°pis as a fish with sharp hearing.

Mair" 3 suspects that xP e P>Ahere is a mere variant

leading for xpbp-is and should be omitted, but it

may well denote a different fish.

The xp°P- l s of Aristotle has been identified by

Cuvier.^J.Mimer^Aubert^Wimmer^Kulb, 207

Schmid, 208 Brands, 209 and others as the maigre,

1M Op. cit. (sec note 57): 184.
193 Op. cit. (see note 59): 66-67.

Hist. an. 534 a 8; cf. Plin. N.H. 10.193.
195 Ibid. 535 b 16.
196 Ibid. 543 a 2.

^ Ibid. 601 b 29; cf. Plin. A".//. 9.57; Aelian.
Nat. an. 9.7; Aristot. apud Athen. 7.305. d (p. 296
Rose i

.

li *N.H. 32.153. Pliny also attributes nest-
building to the chromis; but this is an error arising
from hasty reading of Ovid. Hal. 121-122. On this
point, cf. esp. E. de Saint-Denis, "Quelques bevues
de Pline 1'Ancicn dans ses livres des poissons,"
Rev. Philol. 18: 156-157. 1944.

199 Hal. 121. «" Nat. an. 15.11. 201 Hal. 1.112.
™Hist. on. 534 a 8.
203 Xote on Oppian. loc. cit.
204 Op. cit. (see note 61) 5: 41.
205 Arch. Anat. 1857: 259.
206 Aristoteles Tierkunde 1: 144.
207 Aristoteles, p. 603.
208 "Di e Fische in Ovids Halieuticon," Philolo-

gus, Supplementband 11: 305. 1907-10.
209 Loc. cit.

Sri, i, /in aquila Risso, generally called hvSokoitl

in Modem ('.reek.'-"' but npavi.o'i at Ohalcis and

chro at Marseille.-" Mair'-'
1 '-

i- inclined to con-

cur in this identification. GrOSSen identifies the

Xpop-is of Hesychius a- the gurnard, Trigla

gumardw Linnaeus, 213 and with regard to Hesy-

chius' equation of ovLokos with XP*P- 1 ">- he says'-"

that if the word is equivalent to xpop-ts, it also

denotes the gurnard, as in Oppian. 215 He sim-

ilarly identifies 216 the xpbp-vs of Aelian, on the

ground that it could hear well- 17 and grunted. 218

He refers 219 the icpep.vs that had an otolith in

its head 220 to the related species Trigla pini

Bloch. But he identifies the xp^M^'s of Aelian 221

as the bearded ophidium, Ophidium barbatum

Linnaeus, which is common throughout the

Mediterranean and in the Adriatic, but has

coarse flesh that is inferior as a food. 222 Thomp-
son, 223 who regards these names as variants,

says that they denote Sciaena aquila and some-

times Umbrina cirrhosa. Aelian's account of

the xpep-V* in particular, he says, suggests the

latter species, which has so conspicuous a barbel,

or knob, below its chin that fishermen at Bayonne

and Arcachon call it verrue, or bourrugue or

bourruget, a word meaning "wart."

Unless Heshchius' equation of bvianos with

Xpep-vs is an outright error, xpeM^s and its

variants xpep-'s, xptp-ys, an d XP^P-'A must have

been used, although infrequently, as terms for a

type of cod or hake, possibly Phycis sp. and

Motella sp., and should therefore be regarded

as distinct in usage from XP°P is and its variants,

even though these words may all be cognates.

This hypothesis is rendered more plausible by

the fact that Aelian associates the xptPV* closely

with the 7(1X77 and the fiiraros and uses xpbp-vs

as a term for a distinctly different kind of fish.

19. QukLs

Another fish name that merits discussion in

connection with the gadoids is (pvnis. Aris-

210 Cf. Apostolides, op. cit. (see note 185) : 13.
211 Cf. Cuvier, Ann. Inst. Archeol. 1842: 73.
212 Cf. note on Oppian. Hal. 1.112.
213 "Hesvch." (see note 39), no. 2343.
2 " Ibid., no. 2341.
215 Hal. 1.112.
216 "Aelian' (see note 32), par. 12S.
217 Xal. an. 9.7.
2U Id. 10.11.
219 "Athen." (see note 32). p. 256.
J Aristot. apud Athen. 7.305. d.
2 -' Xat. an. 12.11.
222 Cf. Dav, op. cit. (see note 16) 1: 326.
223 Op. cit.: 291-292.
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totle 224 states that oviparous fish as a rule spawn

but once a year, but that the small cfrvKides are

an exception, spawning twice a year, The male,

moreover, differs from the female in being blacker

and having larger scales. Elsewhere 225 he clas-

sifies the 4> vk is among the fish that feed habitually

on mud or seaweed or sea moss or the so-called

stalk weed or growing plants and remarks that

the only meat it will touch is that of prawns.

In the light of his comment on the fish's diet, it

is noteworthy that 4>vkis is apparently a deriva-

tive of (bvitcs, "seaweed," probably applied to the

fish either because it fed on seaweed or because

it was commonly found among seaweed. 226 Aris-

totle
227

in another passage says that the cfrvKis,

like the kottvcj)os and the nix^n (probably

Crenilabrus pavo Cuvier and Valenciennes and

Coricus rostratns Cuvier and Valenciennes),

changes its color. Usually it is white, but in

spring it is mottled; and it is the only fish that

builds a nest for itself, the female laying her

spawn in this bed or nest. In still another pas-

sage 228 he describes the <pvnis as being stickle-

backed and having a speckled skin. Plutarch 229

and Ovid 230 also refer to this habit of building a

nest. Pliny 231 translates the above passage of

Aristotle almost verbatim and in another pas-

sage 232
classifies the phycis as a rockfish. Other

authors also classify it as a rockfish, 233 and it is

so defined in various lemmas. 234

The reference to nest-building led Cuvier 235 to

identify the <pvnis as the black goby, Gobius

niger Linnaeus, an identification originally ap-

proved by Thompson, 236 who referred to Aris-

totle for support. According to Aubert-Wim-

224 Hist. an. 567 b 18.
225 lb. 591 b 10.
226 Cf . Brands, op. cit. (see note 57) : 182. Strom-

berg (op. cit. [see note 59] : 83) suggests the follow-
ing factors: (1) The fish fed on seaweed; (2) it-

changed color with the seasons like certain types
of seaweed; and (3) it built a nest in the midst of

algae and seaweed.
227 Hist. an. 607 b 18; cf. Aelian. Nat. an. 12.28;

Plin. N.H. 9.81.
228 Apud Athen. 7.319.C.
229 Mor. 981 .f (De sollerlia animalium 33).
230 Hal. 122.
231 N.H. 9.81.
232 Id. 32.150.
233 Cf. Ps.-Hippocr. De diaet. 2.4S; Galen. Alim.

fac. 3.27,29 (pp. 367.1 and 36S.3 Helmreich); Vict.

att. 8.59 (p. 442.16 Helmreich); Oribas. Coll. med.
3.2.10; Diodes apud Athen. 7.305.b; Xumen. ib.

7.319. b;Oppian. Hal. 1.126.
234 Cf. Papendick, op. cit. (see note 31): 4, 7.

235 Op. cit. (see note 61) 4: 151; 12: 7.
236 Note on Aristot. Hist. an. 567 b 20.

mer, 237 Aristotle's allusion to stickles pointed to

the stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus Linnaeus,

and the 10-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus pungi-

tius Linnaeus, which build nests, or to Gobius

niger, the former being the more attractive iden-

tification. But Mair 238 says that it is now known
that some at least of the wrasses build nests and

that all the other evidence points to one of the

wrasses. He calls attention to the fact that

the scholiast on Oppian 239 equates 4>vK.L5es with

~\airivai and concludes from the fact that

Crenilabrus pavo is called Xrjiraiva. in Modern
Greek, 240 ^arrlva, pavpv and hairiva. peycCKn at

Chalcis, 241 that it is likely that this is the <pvkIs

of the ancients. Thompson 242 subsequently iden-

tified the 4>vKrjs or (J>vk'ls as a wrasse, perhaps

especially Labrus mixtus Linnaeus, but confused

at times with the gobies, which are also nest-

builders.

Numerous variants of lapina and lapaina are

found in Italy and Sicily, mostly denoting

Crenilabrus pavo and allied species. These ap-

parently go back to a Latin form labeo "big-

lipped." 243 Italian fico, which probably goes

back to the root of cj>vkIs, is discussed at con-

siderable length by Barbier, 244 who says that in

the Italian-English dictionary of Florio (1688)

phici, phiscide, fici, fico are defined as follows:

"a fish that is sometimes white and sometimes

thick with black spots, and frames itself a nest

in the grass or reeds by the sea-side, and there

deposits its spawn and sits on the young, known

in Rome as fico." Barbier assumes from the

definition that this is the phycis of Rondelet, 245

who described the fish in very similar terms and

says that it was called mole by the French, phyco

by the Italians, molere by the Spaniards, and

sometimes pittara at Naples. This fish is

Phycis mediterraneus De la Roche, and Barbier

found this identification of the <bvicis of the

ancients more acceptable than the one made by

•- :,T Op. cit. (see note 206 1 1: 112.
238 Introd. to his ed. of Oppian: li-liii.

- 3 " Hal. 1.126.
-"'(7. Th. von Ilehlreich, /.'/ fount <l< In Gnrt

(Athens, L878).
2,1 Cf. Apostolides, op. cit. iscc note 185): 26.
212 Glossary, p. 271 i.

213 Cf. CI. Merlo, "Note etimologiche e lessi-

cali," Att i Accad. Sci. Torino 42: L9. 1906-1907.

H. Sehuchardt, Zeitschr. roman. Philol. 31: 641-

646. 1907.
211 Op. cit. (sec note 104): 34-37; cf. also Meyer-

Liibke. op. cit. (see note 19): 534.
ui Libri <l> piscibus marinis 6 (x): 186-1SS.

Lugduni, 1554.
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Cuvier. More recently Gossen 248 has advanced

the same identification.

Barbier comments on the possibility thai

Dames from the root of <t>vK^ were applied to

various fishes, in view of the variants 4>vkLs,

<pi'Kr]i>, and (pi^r/i. Rondelet 247 believed thai the

<t>vKis and the Qvkijp were different fishes.

Brands, 248 recognizing only two variants, Evicts

and <j>vK7is, the former feminine and the latter

masculine, says that while the former may have

denoted the female and the latter the male of

the same speeies, it is more probable that the

two denoted different fishes. Barbier cites from

Cains- 1
''

as examples of fish names from the root

of <f>vids the following: (1) fico at Rome, fica at

Naples, and figo at Venice for Phycis mediter-

rmii us De la Roche; (2) baca ficu and pesce ficu

in Sicily, figora at Rome, fica at Naples, pesce

fjca at Palermo, and pisci ficu at Messina for

Gadus minvtus Linnaeus; (3) Italian fico for

Gadus luscus Lacepede; and (4) Italian pesce

fico "codfish" (Florio) and figaotto at Genoa for

Gadictdus blennioides Giinther. He goes on to

say that the root of <j>vkIs has also been the

source of names for other fishes than gadoids and

their close relatives, but that these names always

refer to fishes which frequent seaweed or feed

on it. Sciaena aquila Risso, for example, bears

such names as figoun and figou in the Provence

(figon at Nice), fagao at Genoa (fegaro, accord-

ing to Bonaparte; figau, according to Sassi),

figao on Elba, fico at Tunis, and French fegaro

at Damiette. Schuchardt 250 givea figa and figo

as names for Stromateus fiialola Linnaeus at

Adria (also called figa at Venice and figo at

Trieste, according to Carus) and figa at Spalato

for Labrus bimaculatus Linnaeus (Labrus mixtus

Linnaeus). He explains these names as an al-

lusion to the color of the fish, and Barbier, as-

suming that he derives them from Latin ficus,

fica "fig," characterizes the application as far-

fetched, in view of the coloration of Stromateus

fiatola, which in no respect resembles that of

a fig. He believes that these names also go back

to the root of QvkLs. Modern Greek <pvKo\l/apo

is a generic term for any species of wrasse. 251

246 "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 507; "Aelian"
(see note 32), par. 140; "Athen." (see note 32) : 262.

-
" Luc. cit.

- Op. cit. see note 57): 182.
249 Op. cit. (see note 5) 2: 573.
250 Op. cit. (see note 243) : 645; cf. also 2S (1904)

:

443.
251 Cf. Apostolides. op. cit. (see note 185): 25;

Hoffman-Jordan, op. cit. (see note 28): 269, 270.

One factor of importance which has been given

almost do consideration is thai <f>vnl? is in no

ascertainable instance equated with a name iden-

tifiable as one of the gadoids, and it has already

been noted that one of the primary difficulties

met iii idenifying names applied to gadoids is a

marked tendency to make these name- mutually

synonymous. As a result, it is generally easy to

recognize that a given name belongs in the gadoid

group, but often impossible to assign it with cer-

tainty to any particular species. It seems almost

certain that the <j>vk'ls was a type of nest-building

wrasse, and Mail's identification is probably

correct. At the same time, it is possible that a

Latin name from the root of <j>vkIs, unrecorded

in the extant literature, was applied not only to

certain types of wrasse, but also to certain

gadoids, in both cases because the fishes were

closely associ ated with seaweed.

20. XeXewpis

For the reasons given above, the XeXarpis

defined by Hesychius as a name for the 4>vkLs and

mentioned by Pliny 252 in connection with the

phycis, identified by Gossen 253 as perhaps Phycis

mediterraneus De la Roche, should be referred to

the wrasses.

21. BpVTTOS

Hesychius defines @pvttos as a kind of pelagic

echinoderm, also the name of a fish. The

echinoderm, mentioned by Aristotle, 254
is prob-

ably Brissus unicolor Klein. Gossen 255 identifies

the fish as perhaps Physiculus daluicki Kaup, a

small gadoid which resembles a sea-urchin.

Thompson 256 does not venture an identification.

22. Asellus

Latin asellus, "assfish," is approximately

equivalent to and perhaps a translation of Greek

ov'mtkos. It is often equated with ov'utkos in

lemmas, 257 as it is in Cassius Felix. 258 Pliny, 259

moreover, uses asellus to translate Aristotle's

bvos. Asellus, oto, and oviaKos all mean "ass-

fish," asellus and oviaKos being diminutive

^N.H. 32.149.
253 "Hesych." (see note 39), no. 1266.
254 Hist. an. 530 b 4.
255 "Hesvch." (see note 39), no. 328.
256 Glossary: 36.
257 E.g., Hermen. Amplon. 89.2,37; Hermen

/.,'</. 16.54; Hermen. Vat. 436.34; Hermen. Monac
187.2.

258 28 (p. 44.17 Rose).
259 X.H. 9.61; 32.145.
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formations; and asellus, like the Greek names,

refers to the color of the fish.
260 Pliny speaks of

two kinds of asellus, the collyrus (or callarias)

and the bacchus, of which the bacchus, a larger

type, was preferred because it was caught only

in the deep sea.

Barbier 261 identifies the asellus of Pliny as the

common hake, Merluccius vulgaris Fleming, an

identification which receives some support from

the Romance nomenclature. Rondelet 262 reports

that in his day this species was called asello and

nasello in Liguria, and Faujas and Sassi report

nasello as current at Genoa. 263 Today this

species is called asinel at Fiume, naselli at Genoa,

and nasello at Ancona. 264 In addition, Barbier

cites Rolland as giving nasello as current on

Elba and Malaspina as giving nasell as current

at Parma. He also calls attention to French

anon and anon de mer as names for the eglefin,

Gadus aeqlefinus Linnaeus. Italian nasello is

reported as a name for Merlucius cyprinus by

Meyer-Liibke, 265 although there is no confirma-

tion from other sources. Badham266 believed

that the asellus was the sea-tench, Phycis medi-

terraneus De la Roche, better known as the

Mediterranean hake. On the basis of the Ro-

mance nomenclature, the asellus is more plausibly

referred to the common hake. Since Pliny in-

dicates that the name was applied to at least

two types, one of these would be the common
hake and the other possibly the Mediterranean

hake or the fork-beard hake, Phycis blennioides

Bloch and Schneider.

23. Asintjs

The fish name asinus appears in Polemius

Silvius 267 in the form asinis. As asellus is

equivalent to dvianos, so asinus is equivalent to

ovos. This name is almost certainly, like the

others, an allusion to the ass-gray color of the

fish.
268 The evidence is insufficient to permit a

specific identification, but it may be noted that

260 Cf. Varro Ling. 5.77 and note of R. G. Kent
ad loc.

261 Op. cit. (see note 104) : 26.
262 Op. cit. (see note 245) 9 (ix) : 272-276.
263 Cf. Carus, op. cit. (see note 5) 2: 573.
264 Cf . La pesca nei mari (see note 4) 3 : 95, 60, 31

.

265 Op. cit. (see note 19): 56.
266 Op. cit. (see note 98) : 350-353.
267 Chron. min. I, 544, 6. Cf. H. Schuchardt,

"Zu den Fischnamen des Polemius Silvius," Zeit-

schr. roman. Philol. 30: 719. 1906. Thompson
{Glossary, p. 183), unjustifiably, it appears, sus-

pects an error in copying Plin. X .II. 9.61.
268 Cf. Barbier, "Xoms Ide poissons," Rev.

Langues Romanes 54: 151. 1911.

Rondelet 269 reported asino as a current Italian

name for the common hake, Merluccius vulgaris,

and Thompson 270
cites asinel at Fiume for this

species.

The conclusions reached relative to the

meanings of the ancient names may be sum-
marized as follows:

GREEKNAMES
1. Bcucxos (sect. 15) : Apparently a name for

one of the gadoids, as well as a type of scienid

and a type of gray mullet.

2. BpvTTos (sect. 21): Possibly the small

gadoid Physiculus dalwicki Kaup, although this

is very uncertain.

3. Ta5os (sect. 17) : One of the gadoids, similar

to the ovos and the ovlctkos.

4. TaXrj (sect. 2) : When the habitat is the

sea, it may denote Phycis sp. and Motella sp.

When it refers to a freshwater fish, it probably

denotes principally the burbot, Lota vulgaris

Cuvier, but also probably sometimes the laniper-

eel, Petromyzon fluviatilis Linnaeus.

5. AeXnavos (sect. 5) : Probably the burbot,

Lota vulgaris Cuvier.

6. "H-raros (sect. 3): One of the larger marine

gadoids, possibly a type of ling.

7. KaXXapias (sect. 11): Probably one of the

smaller marine gadoids.

S. Aaf ivns (sect. 12) : Possibly one of the

gadoids.

9. Ae/3£as (sect. 4) : When the habitat is the

sea, it denotes one of the marine gadoids. As a

lake fish, it is probably the burbot, Lota vulgaris

Cuvier. As a Nile fish, it is probably Labco

niloticus Cuvier.

10. Ae\€7rpts (sect. 20) : A type of wrasse.

11. 'Sla^eivos (sect. 16): One of the gadoids.

12. 'Ovlas (sect. 10) : A descriptive term, not

a fish name.

13. 'Ovlaxos (sect. 9): Probably denotes the

common hake, Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier.

14. "Ovos (sect. 8): Probably denotes the

Mediterranean hake, Phycis mcditerraneus De la

Roche, and the fork-beard hake. Phycis bhn-

nioides Bloch and Schneider.

15. "0£os (sect. 13): Probably a ms. error for

ovos.

lb. Wpewuv (sect. 6): Probably one of the

larger marine gadoids.

17. UpOfjarov (sect. 7): Probably one of the

larger marine gadoids.

is. 'I'vkIs (sect. 10): A type of wrasse, prob-

ably Crenilabrus pavo Cuvier and Valenciennes.

19. Xpeprjs (sect. IS): Possibly denotes Phycis

sp. and Molt Ihi sp.

209 Loc. cit. (.see note 261).
270 Glossa ry : 97.
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1. Ajsellus (sect. 22): Probably principally

the common hake, Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier,

possibly alsu the Mediterranean hake, Phycis

mi diii riinii us Do la Roche, or the fork-beard

hake, Phycis blennioides Bloch and Schneider.

2. Asints isoct. 23): Possibly the common
hake, Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier.

3. Galax] is (sect. 14): Possiblya synonym of

mustella, used more particularly as a term for

Phycis sp. and Motella sp.

1. MuSTELA (sect. 1): When the habitat is

the soa. it probably denotes Phycis sp. and

Motella sp. When it refers to a freshwater fish,

it denotes principally the burbot, but probably

also sometimes the lamper-eel, Petromyzon flu-

vialilis Linnaeus.

The major applications of ancient names
to various species of gadoids were as follows:

1

.

Phycis mediterraneus De la Roche and

Phycis blennioides Bloch and Schneider: Usually

called mustela in Latin, perhaps also asellus and

galaxias. Usually called bvos in Greek, perhaps

also "yaArj and xptprjs.

2. Merluccius vulgaris Cuvier: Usually called

6^^(T^os in Greek and asellus in Latin, perhaps

also asinus.

3. Motella tricirrata Xilsson: L'sually called

mustela in Latin, perhaps also galaxias. Per-

haps known as ya\fi and XP«A"7* in Greek. Mo-
tella mustela Xilsson: Usually called mustela in

Latin, perhaps also galaxias.

4. Lola vulgaris Cuvier: Known as mustela in

Latin and as 70X77, Xe/3tas, and StXnavos in

Greek.

5. Molva elongata Risso: Perhaps known in

Greek as riira-os.

There is little evidence that codfishes were
much esteemed as food fish by the Greeks.

Archestratus- 71 says that opol of respectable

size were caught at Anthedon, but that he
personally found the flesh rather spongy and
unpalatable, although others praisedit highly.

Anaxandrides- 7
- mentions ovoi as a banquet

item; Diphilus- 73 says that the \e0ias was
popular among the Rhodians; and Arche-
stratus 27 * speaks of buying both the \e0Las

and the ijiraTos at Delos and Tenos.

;T1 Apud Athen. 7.315.f (frg. 35 Ribbeck, frg. 14
Brandt).

272 lb. 4.131.e (in Kock, Comicorum Atlicorum
fragmenta 2: 151).

273 /6.4.132.d.
= 74 lb. 7.301.d (frg. 30 Ribbeck, frg. 27 Brandt).

When we turn to the Romans, we find a

different picture Ennius 276 considered the

marine mustela superior to all other fishes

when caughl at Clipea, and Pliny- 70 ranked

ii second only to the parrotfish in bis time,

although il was esteemed chiefly for its liver.

The mustela of ihe Lake of ( "onstance,

which must be the burbot, in his opinion

compared favorably in excellence of taste

with the marine mustela. As for 1 he asellus,

Pliny 277 says that in former times the asellus

and the sea-bass ranked second only to the

sturgeon. It was still in high favor not long

before his time, for in the reign of Nero there

was a saying, post asellum diaria non sumo
("After an asellus I don't take ordinary

fare"). 278 Ovid, 279 moreover, considered the

asellus quite unworthy of such an ugly name.

According to Varro, 280 the best specimens

were caught off Pessinus in Galatia. In

view of the obvious esteem in which the

asellus was held, it is somewhat surprising

to find that the only use made of it in the

cookbook of Apicius is in grated form as an

ingredient in an elaborate milk dish. 281

Possibly this is a reflection of Greek taste.

The ancient physicians were inclined to

regard codfishes with favor from the dietetic

point of view. Galen considered the ovos

and the 6vLo-kos tender and relatively easy

to digest, 282 although he deemed ovIckoi

taken off river mouths somewhat inferior

and more difficult to digest. 283 Xenocrates 284

says that the flesh of the ov'ktkos is difficult

to assimilate, but easy to pass, and nourish-

ing. In another passage, 285 he approves the

flesh of the rjiraros and the na'^kas as being

of good taste, although hard to digest, but
nourishing and easily passed. Oribasius 2

recommends the r/waTos as providing a nour-

ishment that is excellent for feeble persons

and invalids. Euthydemus 287 remarks that

the deXtcavos is very wholesome when pickled

in brine.

276

277

278

279

280

281

2S2

283

Heduph. 1 (apud Apul. Apol. 39).

N.H. 9.63.

Id. 9.61.

Petron. 24.7.

Hal. 133.

Men. 403 (apud Cell. 6.16.5).

4.133.

Alim.fac. 3.29,40 (pp. 368, 384 Helmreich).
Alim.fac. 3.29 (p. 368.21 Helmreich).
Alim. aquat. 14.

Id. 10 (exc. Oribas. Coll. med. 2.58.27).

Coll. med. 3.15.7.

Apud Athen. 3.118.b.


